
Features 
• Provides a solid foundation for lean construction by explaining

its historical development and leading readers through its
ongoing evolution

• Covers methodologies that are not usually found in one refer-
ence and links them together so that they support each other—
lean methods, quality management, Six Sigma, sustainability
(LEED, Energy Star), commissioning, and safety management.

• Balances coverage of theory and practice with descriptions of
lean principles and actual cases of successful applications of
lean innovation and older techniques such as Six Sigma

• Addresses the human element from several angles, including
behavioral/motivational and ergonomics/
human factors relative to worker performance

• Takes a realistic approach to promoting change in the industry
by showing how innovative industry stakeholders can start
lean endeavors unilaterally even in traditionally run projects
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Cutting-edge approaches for improving 
construction performance and competitiveness
During the past several decades, the manufactur-
ing and service industries significantly increased
their levels of productivity, quality, and profitabil-
ity through the application of process improve-
ment techniques and information technology.
Unfortunately, the construction industry lags far
behind in the application of performance
improvement and optimization techniques, as
well as its overall competitiveness. Written by
Lincoln H. Forbes and Syed M. Ahmed, both
highly regarded for leadership and innovation,
Modern Construction: Lean Project Delivery and Integrated

Practices offers cutting-edge lean tools and other productive strategies
for the management of people and processes in the construction industry. 

Drs. Forbes and Ahmed focus mainly on lean construction methodologies,
such as The Last Planner(R) System, The Lean Project Delivery System
(TM), and Integrated Project Delivery(TM). The tools and strategies
offered draw on the success of the world-renowned Toyota Production
System (TPS) adapted to the construction environment by construction
professionals and researchers involved in developing and advocating lean
construction methods. The book also discusses why true lean construction
can best occur when all the construction stakeholders, owners, designers,
constructors, and material suppliers are committed to the concept of opti-
mizing the flow of activities holistically while de-emphasizing their self-
interest.

The authors also reintroduce process improvement approaches such as
TQM and Six Sigma as a foundation for the adoption of lean method-
ologies, and demonstrate how these methods can improve projects in a
so-called traditional environment. The book integrates these methods
with emerging interest in “green construction” and the use of information
technology and Building Information Modeling (BIM), while recogniz-
ing the human element in relation to motivation, safety, and environ-
mental stresses. Written specifically for professionals in an industry that
desperately needs to play catch up, the book delineates cutting-edge
approaches with the benefit of successful cases and explains how their
deployment can improve construction performance and competitiveness.
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